
Cookie Name Cookie ID Source Lifespan Hostname Default Category Default Description
Domain Category 

Overrides Domains

_sp_ses.xxxx ff093bf7-c02f-4c79-
b46e-096622a403c9

SCAN PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Functional Cookies simplybusiness.co.uk 0 1

OptanonAlertBoxClos
ed

af77fa28-d70c-4553-
9ec7-355353a47754

SCAN PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Strictly Necessary Cookies This cookie is set by websites using certain versions of the cookie law compliance solution from OneTrust. 
It is set after visitors have seen a cookie information notice and in some cases only when they actively 
close the notice down. It enables the website not to show the message more than once to a user. The 
cookie has a one year lifespan and contains no personal information.

0 1

yotpo_pixel dfa5db18-9ff1-4f67-
afee-3583c01865f6

SCAN PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Targeting Cookies 0 1

922297fa-445e-44e5-
a1f3-38aa0f9346ae

SCAN SESSION www.facebook.com Targeting Cookies 0 1

pixel c2f41160-1aa5-40aa-
84f6-3cfd73f6d3f8

SCAN PERSISTENT yotpo.com Targeting Cookies 0 1

_gid 78c5ca3c-e8bf-49fd-
b87f-40989d9e30e5

SCAN PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Performance Cookies This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics. This appears to be a new cookie and as of 
Spring 2017 no information is available from Google. It appears to store and update a unique value for 
each page visited._gid

0 1

_tt_enable_cookie 5d41e770-c450-4548-
a9a2-4af26216a939

SCAN PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Social Media Cookies 0 1

_ttp 3b8b00ad-9719-434e-
91c0-4e375ed491b1

SCAN PERSISTENT tiktok.com Social Media Cookies 0 1

_sp_id.xxxx 68e30caf-8977-4080-
955b-4fa6cf1a76a2

SCAN PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Functional Cookies simplybusiness.co.uk 0 1

OptanonConsent 3fa8de7b-b342-4be1-
bf4a-53e3019e262d

SCAN PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Strictly Necessary Cookies This cookie is set by the cookie compliance solution from OneTrust. It stores information about the 
categories of cookies the site uses and whether visitors have given or withdrawn consent for the use of 
each category. This enables site owners to prevent cookies in each category from being set in the users 
browser, when consent is not given. The cookie has a normal lifespan of one year, so that returning visitors 
to the site will have their preferences remembered. It contains no information that can identify the site 
visitor.

0 1

__tld__ dfec7cab-2d28-4eb8-
ae4a-69ffe5988998

SCAN SESSION djerfavenue.com Functional Cookies From Segment Analytics.js library; this cookie helps to figure out a top-level domain for a user.__tld__ 0 1

alternate_basket_id d452dc69-50f8-4af9-
96c9-78c4cabed7aa

MANUAL PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Strictly Necessary Cookies 0 1

_lantirn_session 93235d5a-58de-48ff-
83a9-7c8fc45705e3

SCAN SESSION djerf-avenue.
reamaze.com

Strictly Necessary Cookies 0 1

basket_id 4e542102-8428-4a12-
8db0-7f908f044e1a

MANUAL PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Strictly Necessary Cookies 0 1

tz_name 1debc09a-d503-4c77-
9ad5-8997416dcb6d

SCAN SESSION reamaze.com Strictly Necessary Cookies 0 1

current_basket_key 8a721496-2085-4ca9-
a758-93c0fc303729

MANUAL PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Strictly Necessary Cookies 0 1

_ttp e328cdff-8096-46a7-
a6de-9628d3f7b859

SCAN PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Social Media Cookies 0 1

_ga 0c39eb12-92a8-47d8-
bae6-98834db1e1ca

SCAN PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Performance Cookies This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics - which is a significant update to Google's 
more commonly used analytics service. This cookie is used to distinguish unique users by assigning a 
randomly generated number as a client identifier. It is included in each page request in a site and used to 
calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports. By default it is set to expire after 
2 years, although this is customisable by website owners._ga

0 1

tz_minute_offset d8f70621-ada5-465e-
a265-a08fd630f426

SCAN SESSION reamaze.com Strictly Necessary Cookies 0 1

originalLocation f22f1b8e-c4ff-4405-
bc1e-a2b1dd608c8c

SCAN PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Strictly Necessary Cookies 0 1

_fbp 1d03eaae-d1a2-472d-
bad8-a367d9ede34a

SCAN PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Targeting Cookies Used by Facebook to deliver a series of advertisement products such as real time bidding from third party 
advertisers

0 1

__stripe_mid 79ae0ec5-3f49-43a3-
b4a9-ae0a9c121061

SCAN PERSISTENT resell.djerfavenue.
com

Functional Cookies Stripe is used to making credit card payments. Stripe uses a cookie to remember who you are and to 
enable the website to process payments without storing any credit card information on its own servers.

0 1

selectedSite 708c530b-a919-420e-
86a8-b3f3e9d202dd

MANUAL PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Functional Cookies 0 1
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no_subject 4e609565-e1f7-4202-
96a3-bab27ced8e61

SCAN SESSION djerf-avenue.
reamaze.com

Strictly Necessary Cookies 0 1

algolia_session_id 478f43e3-ee03-4dca-
aeb4-bb5d994acefc

SCAN PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Strictly Necessary Cookies 0 1

_gat_UA- a8dd7d04-7fe7-4c3f-
8c65-ce10fa75a227

SCAN PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Performance Cookies This is a pattern type cookie set by Google Analytics, where the pattern element on the name contains the 
unique identity number of the account or website it relates to. It appears to be a variation of the _gat 
cookie which is used to limit the amount of data recorded by Google on high traffic volume websites.

0 1

require_attachment d98ad8ef-5722-471a-
b01f-d4c0947f56c4

SCAN SESSION djerf-avenue.
reamaze.com

Strictly Necessary Cookies 0 1

category_id 15d18654-51cd-455d-
b68e-d51229817b41

SCAN SESSION djerf-avenue.
reamaze.com

Strictly Necessary Cookies 0 1

ajs_user_id 07ff7c87-244f-4c5a-
a44e-e142532aab1a

SCAN PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Targeting Cookies This cookie helps track visitor usage, events, target marketing, and can also measure application 
performance and stability. Cookies in this domain have lifespan of 1 year.

0 1

ajs_anonymous_id 9225293d-be8f-4431-
9392-edac3584ec00

SCAN PERSISTENT djerfavenue.com Functional Cookies These cookies are generally used for Analytics and help count how many people visit a certain site by 
tracking if you have visited before. This cookie has a lifespan of 1 year.

0 1

__stripe_sid c0623472-195f-4df9-
873f-eed33563040d

SCAN PERSISTENT resell.djerfavenue.
com

Functional Cookies Stripe is used to making credit card payments. Stripe uses a cookie to remember who you are and to 
enable the website to process payments without storing any credit card information on its own servers.

0 1

m 43d931df-0674-4695-
bf70-f02cef12b93a

SCAN PERSISTENT m.stripe.com Unknown 0 1

framed 7e495d31-25ad-4984-
b3ef-fbca241d6b9a

SCAN SESSION djerf-avenue.
reamaze.com

Strictly Necessary Cookies 0 1
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